Abstract: Twitter may be considered as a decentralized social information processing platform whose users constantly receive their followees' information feeds, which they may in turn dispatch to their followers. This decentralization is not devoid of hierarchy and heterogeneity, both in terms of activity and attention. In particular, we appraise the distribution of attention at the collective and individual level, which exhibits the existence of attentional constraints and focus effects. We observe that most users usually concentrate their attention on a limited core of peers and topics, and discuss the relationship between interactional and informational attention processes -all of which, we suggest, may be useful to refine influence models by enabling the consideration of differential attention likelihood depending on users, their activity levels and peers' positions.
Introduction
Attention and activity seem to obey possibly conflicting dynamics. On the one hand, a wealth of results have accumulated to suggest that social attention is generally bounded, whereby humans are not able to devote their active time to more than a certain number of peers and topics [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , pointing at attention as a zero-sum game constrained by limited temporal resources. On the other hand, several studies hint at reinforcement mechanisms between various attentional and activity channels, especially when comparing online with offline sociability (or social capital), which appear to be correlated [6] [7] [8] [9] : in this regard, attention and/or activity may breed more attention and/or activity.
This paper aims at shedding further light on human attentional patterns by encompassing both interactional and informational aspects, and more precisely by describing the possible existence of conflicting vs. reinforcing cognitive constraints both in social and topical terms. To this end, we focus on a popular, observable online platform, Twitter, which features both social network and publication capabilities, thus making it possible to discuss attention from the joint perspective of interaction and information processing. Twitter allows users to constitute their own personal set of sources of which they want to follow the publications. They can also potentially dispatch these publications, thereby indicating that they indeed paid specific attention to specific users. This will enable us to make a key distinction between potential and actual attentional patterns. By doing so, we more broadly aim at describing how diverse users are in distributing their attentional resources to peers and topics: within certain cognitive limitations, such a platform also exhibits heterogeneous distributions of roles and attentional patterns.
The next section will be devoted to a brief review of the relevant state of the art on this matter. Section 3 will describe the empirical data and the main definitions we use. Section 4 focuses on social attention, while section 5 introduces the notion of semantic attention and discusses its correlation with arXiv:1907.07962v1 [cs.SI] 18 Jul 2019 its social counterpart, which contributes to more generally address the above debates and evoke further research (section 7).
Related work
Size of social interaction networks. A sizable literature shows that the number of connections in human ego-centered social interaction networks spans over several orders of magnitude, be it for scientific collaborations [10] , e-mail interlocutors [11] , content sharing platforms [12] , online social networks [13] , among others. These studies have principally focused on the number of individuals that one may have known or have interacted with, showing that there is wide variation in human interaction potential. When focusing on actual interactions and, more precisely, on actively sustained interactions, a diverse array of studies nonetheless converges on the conception that the active core of an individual's interaction network is of bounded size. This follows from Hill & Dunbar's seminal study on the exchange of Christmas cards [1] , which shows that individuals may actively devote their actual attention to only a portion of their potential acquaintances. Upper bounds on active connections are generally thought to be in the vicinity of a hundred people, even if this number greatly depends on various features such as, obviously, network type, connection strength thresholds and socio-demographic features, including age and gender. On the lower bound it may go to a dozen or even a handful of contacts when focusing on the most inner layers e.g., where financial support may be sought [2] . In terms of non face-to-face communication, human interaction capacity is shown to be similarly bounded, be it when examining phone call records [4] or online social network friends [3] . In other words, a variety of constraints, be they physical or cognitive, may contribute to the more or less acute reduction that an individual's social network undergoes when going from potential to actually sustained connections.
Attention dynamics on Twitter. The issue of interactional constraints has been addressed over the recent years on various online platforms, where Twitter has increasingly served as a prototype of observable online networking processes. This scholarship has taken place within a broader questioning on attention dynamics and its possible bounds. On Twitter, social attention is subjected to a threshold similar to what is found in other contexts: for example, reciprocated (conversational) links tend to plateau after a threshold of a couple of hundreds of connections [14] . Semantic attention exhibits regularities at the collective level that may be interpreted as the result of underlying synchronization forces, for instance in terms of typical aggregate sigmoidal patterns of growth and decrease of the global occurrence of some topic [15] and its burstiness [16] . However, a broader picture of the constraints that apply individually to attention in this context is only partially known. The attention devoted by Facebook users to their friends tends to follow a power-law distribution, i.e. there is a geometrically decreasing interest as one goes down the list of a user's neighbors [17] , while a core of about a dozen of top users appears to consistently gather a significant portion of that attention. Similar features may be found in cell phone communication patterns [18] . In a more open digital public space such as Twitter, the number of unique users one pays attention to varies significantly across the platform as well as during specific events [19] . Yet, little is nonetheless known on the way Twitter users distribute and, possibly, bound their weighted attention among the sources they follow. On the semantic side too, the existence of individual limitations has not really been addressed per se, even if there are detailed accounts of the diversity of topic use in online platforms at large [20, 21] and specifically on Twitter [5] . The potential combination of constraints on both the social and semantic sides remains also generally unexplored.
Influence studies. The modeling of social contagion is often configured as a process where the number of neighbors of a given individual matters in a uniform way, whereby all alters have an identical potential impact on ego -be it in the canonical threshold or cascade models [22] or in the so-called "complex contagion" models [23] . In other words, whereas temporal patterns (e.g., repetition, burstiness) and topology (e.g., centrality, clustering) do generally matter, attention is rather considered equal across peers. Attentional constraints have only recently been studied from a diffusion perspective, by examining how limits on individual processing capacities may affect the rate of propagation of information from a user to the other. For instance, [24] shows that there is a decreasing probability of retweeting for users who follow a larger number of people and attempt at estimating response times from observed retweets, while [25] introduces a queuing process aimed at reflecting the sequential processing of information carried out by users in an environment when confronted with an accumulation of information in-flows. While some recent social contagion models specifically introduced the possibility of heterogeneous inter-personal influence [26] , corresponding empirical characterizations appear to be still missing. On the whole, existing empirical studies shed an important light on the ego-centered forwarding of information at a short time-scale, yet they do not take into account a finer understanding of how users may heterogeneously distribute their attention across their neighbors or across topics. We intend here to contribute to this question as well.
Definitions and empirical protocol

Dataset
We analyze in this study a large corpus stemming from Twitter 1 . Our dataset has been collected over two months, between t = June 6th, 2016 and t = August 7th, 2016 via the Twitter PowerTrack API provided by DataSift with an access rate of about 15%. We focused on users who have self-declared in their account settings that they are located in the time zones GMT and GMT+1 2 . We additionally focused on tweets written in French. The dataset contains 8, 233, 354 tweets and 8, 698, 610 retweets.
Definitions and notations
Focusing on retweets as attentional markers. We principally focus on content flows exhibited by publication and republication dynamics, i.e. attention and influence dynamics between users. This is admittedly a proxy of a broader notion of attention. Indeed, studying attention naturally requires to define a perimeter of observation: studies using Christmas cards overlook face-to-face, e-mail or phone interactions, and vice versa. Similarly, even when focusing on just Twitter and its quite simple interaction grammar, many distinct attention channels may be considered, and thus many signals of how users pay attention. Users may read posts, their linked content (articles, videos, etc.), they may converse with other users, read posts published by users they do not follow or read the notifications they receive when they are being mentioned in other tweets, and so on and so forth. Without a comprehensive monitoring protocol able to track Twitter users and, especially, both the content they are exposed to and their actual behavior (while factoring in their varying levels of involvement on the platform: from casual to very active users) we are bound to use secondary signals. From an attentional perspective, we thus decided to focus on user posts as visible traces of user-centric activity. We further focus on retweets, for two main reasons: 1 Twitter is a popular online news and social networking platform, which enables various types of users -a celebrity, a news channel, you-to create an account and briefly describe themselves, to publish messages, or "tweets", with restricted length and which may feature additional content (such as URLs, videos, photos), to subscribe to content generated by other users and to interact with them in various manners (republishing their posts, mentioning them, initiating conversations).
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Θn ( . In the timelines of u and v, we distinguish tweets Θ from retweets RT Θ. Given that u follows v, we consider that u retweeted v if u retweeted a tweet or a retweet of v at a posterior time point. In this example, this includes two retweets: Θ i , which has been posted by v at t a and retweeted by u at t + a > t a , as well as Θ l , which has been retweeted by v at t d as well as u at t + d > t d . However, this does not include Θ j , which u retweeted at t − b < t b . Other tweets and retweets not common to both timelines are naturally ignored. The weight of the retweet link from u to v is thus w uv = 2. (b) The retweet network R [t,t ] is therefore a weighted sub-network of F t : in both networks, the link direction from u to v is aligned with observed attention from u to v.
• We are interested in the cognitive filtering process that occurs between followed sources (and followees' publications) and the actual attention devoted to them. We contend that this constitutes a consistent system that enables us to properly compare what users are exposed to with what they retain. Retweeting is admittedly an ambiguous activity: it has long been considered to be influenced by a variety of temporal and individual factors, either observed [27, 28] or hypothesized [29] , and has been shown to range from simple acknowledgement to tentative conversation engagement [30] . Yet, it also positively denotes the fact that someone tangibly read a tweet (not necessarily the linked content) among the sources they follow and is minimally interested in the topics evoked in that tweet.
• We jointly consider interactional and informational attention. In this respect, focusing on retweets provides a uniform way to discuss social and semantic attention. In the case of semantic attention, we will nonetheless later show that results are consistent when considering all tweeting activities or just retweets: this further suggests that it remains sound to study both types of attention through retweets only.
Follower and retweet networks. To this end, we introduce two key networks, which share the same set of nodes (user accounts). A user who is interested in the content published by another account may "follow" it, and thus subscribe to their posts, or "tweets". Over time, each user constitutes their own portfolio of such subscriptions: this defines the first network, the follower network. Twitter exposes users to a portion of the tweets published by the accounts they follow, also denoted as "followees". Among this information feed, users may sometimes republish a post that they find particularly relevant, i.e. "retweet" it. This creates the basis for the second network, the retweet network, whose links denote the fact that a user retweeted a post that one of their followees previously published (be it an original post or already a retweet).
As such, a follower network denotes potential influence while a retweet network describes some form of actual influence: user retweets reveal successful exposure to content flows enabled by follower links. Furthermore, a follower network may be defined in a static manner. While it evolves when users add (or remove) subscriptions at a given pace, at any time point t a user still has a given and well-defined list of followees and followers. By contrast, a retweet network is fundamentally dynamic: it necessarily stems from the aggregation of observations of retweets over a certain time period and may only be defined by specifying a time range [t, t ]. More formally, we define:
• the follower network F t at t by adding a directed link u → v if u follows v at t, representing potential attention of u to v (as schematically shown in Fig. 1a and b left panels). The out-degree k u of u in that network directly denotes the number of followees of u, while the in-degree k v denotes the number of followers of v. Thus, links in R [t,t ] form a subset of the links found in F t . This implicitly relies on the assumption that F t provides a good approximation of F τ at another time τ ∈ [t, t ], which is indeed acceptable if t is sufficiently close to t as will be the case in this paper: while the follower network seems to be highly dynamic in the long term, its evolution may be considered to be relatively limited over several weeks, where the proportion of replaced links remains in the vicinity of 10% [31] . Figure 1 illustrates the construction process of both networks, where link directionality denotes some form of attention of the origin to the target. From our data we constructed a directed follower network with 905, 112 customers as nodes and 69, 156, 298 follower relationships as links. The directed retweet network features 428, 404 nodes and 937, 242 links. 
Attentional degree
Follower links thus denote a binary notion of potential attention: either one follows, or not. By contrast, retweet links correspond to the magnitude of some form of actual attention. In other words, through retweets we observe how followers diversely allocate part of their attention to their followees. Thus, for a given user u, the distribution of weights of their actual retweets of their followees v 1 , ..., v κ u may be heterogeneous to some level: some users may allocate most of their attention to a certain followee, while others may balance their retweets across their whole portfolio of followees. To capture a notion of attention allocation, we use a measure of statistical dispersion, the Herfindahl-Hirschman index (HHI) that we apply on normalized weights of retweet (out-going) links from u:
We call attentional degree a u = 1/H u , which varies between 1 (when attention is entirely focused on a single neighbor: ∃v, w uv = s u ) and κ u (when attention is evenly split among all neighbors: ∀i, w uv i = 1/s u ). In economics, for instance, this value is computed on market shares of competing firms in a given market [32] . It is interpreted as the number of "equivalent firms" in order to assess whether there is sufficient competition. If two firms, each having slightly less than 50% of the market, although many other firms share the rest, this index is going to be close to two, indicating a duopoly in spite of an apparently high number of firms. In our context, a u represents by analogy the number of equivalent users whom u devotes a meaningful share of their attention to. We contend that this value realistically captures the number of neighbors with whom a node principally communicates in a directed weighted network. Note that, from this value, it would be possible to compute a reduced network by conserving edges with top weights in such a way that the number of neighbors of u would coincide with a u . It would however require us to additionally specify what to do with edges of equal weight close to the threshold induced by a u . See also Appendix A for a broader discussion on the meaning of this measure from the viewpoint of network reduction techniques.
We thus consider three layers of attention: first, the follower out-degree as the potential attention, second, the retweet out-degree as the actual attention, third, the attentional degree as the meaningful attention. We are aware that the observation of retweets and the way they are relayed within the follower network remains a partial proxy to describe attention dynamics that does not capture the whole picture of either influence or attention -it misses information, which not only impacted users yet did not lead to observable retweets, but also which circulated through many other possible information channels.
Social attention
Distribution of roles
We provide an introductory outlook on the data we analyse and its various basic metrics on Fig. 2 , in terms of hashtags, retweets or followers. In particular, the number of both hashtags or retweets per user, and the number of both followers or followees for each user all follow a typical and unsurprising heterogeneous distribution: many have little, few have a lot. We obtained equally unsurprising results when measuring the semantic similarity between pairs of users as the Jaccard index of their hashtag sets. As shown in Fig. 2c this similarity appears to be significantly higher for pairs of users connected in the retweet network, compared to random pairs.
In other words, on Twitter, like in many other online interaction contexts, we generally observe homophilic connection patterns while a significant part of the attention is concentrated on few users. Fig . 3 focuses on the retweet network and further illustrates the distribution of roles in terms of potential input/output and actual input/output flows (measured as retweets). In particular, panel Fig. 3a shows the actual balance of flows as the P(κ u /κ u ) distribution of the ratio between κ u the number of times a user is retweeted and the κ u number of times a user retweets a neighbour in the retweet network. We call this the retweet balance and show its distribution as a density plot due to discretization effect. We may similarly define the follower balance as the ratio of followers vs. followees in the follower network. The right panel of Fig. 3 then provides a broader picture by showing the density of users who exhibit a certain retweet balance (y-axis) with respect to their follower balance (x-axis), i.e. by comparing actual vs. potential attention flows in both directions. This results in a double dichotomy that resembles what had been found earlier by [33] , even though they compared the follower with the mention networks. By contrast, we interpret this configuration from an attentional viewpoint, focusing on influence only and differentiating static from dynamic phenomena. In the top right quadrant, we find strong influencers who benefit from an excess of attention, both statically and dynamically; in the bottom left quadrant, what we may call normal users who pay static and dynamic attention to others rather than the other way around. The other two quadrants, top left and bottom right, are comparatively much less populated, they correspond respectively to users with a strong retweet balance yet a weak follower balance (actual flows are way above potential flows, in relative terms: so-called "hidden influentials"), and to users with a weak retweet balance yet a strong follower balance (actual flows are way below potential flows, whom we may denote as "fake influentials").
These observations contribute to understand Twitter as a decentralized system of users who pay attention to others and forward information in a heterogeneous and somewhat homophilic manner. In this context, we now analyze the traces of these information dynamics to appraise whether cognitive limitations may nonetheless impose constraints on the functioning of this social information system.
Attention concentration
To this end, we turn to the measure of meaningful attention, through the analysis of the attentional degree a u measured in our Twitter data. As shown in Fig. 4a , this quantity appears to be heterogeneously distributed, but it takes values over a limited range as compared to the corresponding out-degree distribution of the retweet network. Next, to see how concentrated attention is, we plot the density of a u vs. k u in Fig. 4b . This tells us to what extent users focus on a certain number of users among their followees. Irrespective of the number of followees, we observe that the attentional degree remains concentrated around a relatively narrow core in the order of about ∼ 10 users. For any user, it does not go above a hard threshold of a hundred users, even for users who follow hundreds or thousands of accounts. The observation that the reduced number of meaningful neighbours appears with such an upper limit is in a striking accordance with earlier suggestions. Dunbar's hypothesis suggests [1, 2] that, due to cognitive limitations, a person can maintain only about 150 meaningful social relationships at the time (shown as a red solid line in Fig. 4b and c) . Further, other empirical studies, using different metrics than here, confirmed this suggestion in case of mobile phone communications [4] and in case of online social platforms, like Twitter [14] , which would otherwise allow for more economic ways of interactions than traditional communication means. We characterize further this core by comparing a u to κ u . Deviations from the diagonal indicate to what extent the meaningful number of retweeted users (a u ) is smaller than their total number (κ u ). We plot this Fig. 4c , which shows that the two values are somewhat related: density is generally higher close to diagonal. In other words, there is generally a good correlation between the raw number users who are given any attention to and the equivalent number of such users: once we pay attention to some users among our followees, attention appears to be relatively evenly distributed across them (a u ∼ κ u ). We propose to describe this configuration as two levels of attention, whereby user first pay most of their attention to a core of their followees while somewhat neglecting a periphery, and then equally pay attention to this core in weighted terms.
Two-level flows of attention. Furthermore, Fig. 4c also exhibits some strong deviations, which indicate that some users further restrict their attention to an even smaller super-core of accounts. To understand better who these users are, we examine the ratio between a u and κ u and differentiate it with respect to increasing classes of activity, measured as n = n TW + n RT , i.e., the total number of tweets and retweets published by a user. Corresponding results in Fig 4d seem to suggest that users with the highest level of activity correspond to those where the deviation w.r.t. the diagonal y = x is strongest, i.e. where there is a higher loss/dissipation between attentional and retweet out-degrees. In other words, beyond a certain level of tweeting activity, only a core of users may receive significant attention, at least in relative terms. The above-described attentional thresholding is thus stronger for more active users, even though they naturally appear to pay attention to a higher raw number of users. This is consistent with similar observations on the allocation of attention on Facebook [17] where the more active users still devote a large portion of their interactions to a small core of about 15 top users.
To summarize, we may describe these dynamics as "two-level flows of attention": first, users retweet i.e. focus on some followees only, among all potential followees (attention degree is capped with respect to the number of followees, but generally close to the out-degree in the retweet network); second, higher activity induces a stronger focus in relative terms or, put the other way around, higher activity does not really seem to enable a corresponding widening of attention toward a proportionally more varied set of users. On the whole, this appears to point at the existence of a (converging) social lens which activity does not weaken much.
Semantic attention
Semantic attentional degree
Users not only pay attention to some users but they may also focus on some issues: their posting activities may be devoted to a variety of topics, which may also be capped. Does informational attention exhibit similar features as interactional attention, is there a link between social attentional constraints and semantic ones? To appraise this, we measure semantic attention in terms of the diversity of hashtags used in a user's retweets. For a given user u, we consider all their retweets and compute the vector of occurrence of hashtags that they used strictly more than once (i.e. we ignore hapaxes for a given user level): ω uh denotes the number of times a hashtag h has been used by u in their retweets. We may compute the HHI on ω and thus the semantic attentional degree a s u as the inverse, which provides an indication of the number of equivalent hashtags or topics addressed by u. Fig. 5c exhibits a good correlation between a s u and attentional degrees a s,all u computed on all tweets, not only retweets and, more broadly, all figures of this section were also computed by considering tweets. They all yielded qualitatively similar results, indicating that tweet and retweet behaviors are generally consistent with one another as regards semantic attention.
We compare this with the raw number of hashtags ever addressed by u in their retweets, which we define as the semantic degree κ s u by simple analogy with the social degree. Fig. 5a features the distribution of a s vs. κ s , which is similar to comparing the attentional social degree with the out-degree in the retweet network (even if the results are not as detailed as in the social case, where we can additionally distinguish potential attention from the follower network). Here too, we observe that: first, semantic attention is capped to several hundreds of hashtags in raw terms (κ s ), and to slightly above a hundred topics in equivalent terms (a s ); second, certain users do focus on hashtags in the sense that there is a more or less pronounced deviation between κ s and a s . On Fig. 5b we show that this dissipation is also strongly dependent on activity, perhaps in a less pronounced manner than in the social case: the semantic attention for the more active users (from an activity of about a hundred tweets) tends to exhibit a magnifying effect that corresponds at most to half the raw number of hashtags. In other words, active users both have broader interests but also display expertise patterns. On the semantic as well as the social sides, these effects exhibit a strong variance. It is likely that, on the whole, they indicate the existence of two distinct sub-populations of users: users, at all activity levels, who have a naturally narrow range of interests/interactions, and users, generally among the most active ones, who are broad yet remain quite focused.
Socio-semantic correlations
Cognitive constraints may thus apply on the interactional and informational sides. We now examine the combination of both and, in particular, aim to verify whether one has a link with the other. Two competing hypotheses may be proposed here. One is that of a joint reinforcement, or at least a positive correlation between both: users who pay attention to more actors also pay attention to more topics. The other hypothesis corresponds rather to a zero-sum game, where attention allocated to one dimension would likely constrain that allocated to the other.
In the former case, we may suggest that there exists an underlying activity variable (here, on Twitter), which would manifest itself in both dimensions: if users are able to cover more interactions, they also cover more topics, and vice-versa. This would be analogous to what has long been observed when comparing online and offline social capitals: while some have suggested that online sociability could deplete the potential for offline sociability, it has been shown that users who are socially more active online are also more active offline [6] . In the latter case, i.e. a zero-sum game, we would observe a negative dependency between social and semantic attention, very much like what is behind Cobb-Douglas consumption graphs in economics where, for a constant level of possible consumption C two possible goods A and B are consumed according to a function C = A α B 1−α such that consuming A reduces B, generally in a non-linear fashion.
We plot the relationship between a and a s on Fig. 6a-d , distinguishing various levels of n posting activity (i.e., again, in terms of total publications). For all levels, semantic attention appears to be correlated with social attention, with positive R Pearson correlation coefficients and p-values summarised in Table 1 . On heatmaps, highest densities are found around the diagonal, while boxplots again confirm a generally positive association between both types of attention. Besides, as said before, there seems to be a non-linear relationship between posting activity and the average value of the social and semantic attentional degrees: centers of mass of degrees on all heatmaps do not move as quickly to the right as the center of mass for the respective retweet number ranges.
On the whole, this seems to generally go in favor of the reinforcement hypothesis, moderated by posting activity in a non-linear fashion. Looking closely at all heatmaps, however, reveals that there is a bright horizontal (resp. vertical) band of high density of hexagons for small values of the vertical (resp. horizontal) axis, i.e. for a given small semantic attentional degree, for instance, there is a horizontal band of bright colored hexagons spanning several orders of magnitude of social attentional degree. To summarize, there seems to be both a strong mass of points loosely around the diagonal, and a strong mass of points along vertical (resp. horizontal) lines for small values on the horizontal (resp. vertical) axis. In other words, some users seem to focus exclusively either on the social side or the semantic users. It is unclear what the status of these users are (especially in terms of them being humans or bots) and this would warrant further research.
Limitations
Although we aimed to rely on some of the most general data filtering methods to obtain representative samples of Twitter activities, and on some of the least specific measures to capture attention, our study still has certain limitations. We wish to discuss some of them in this section to make it easier to draw more precise conclusions from our results.
First of all, we measured social attention via re-tweeting activity of a given neighbour. As discussed earlier, focusing on retweets may provide a partial view of attentional processes. Further, Twitter may offer other mechanisms to quantify more precisely these effects, for example by using likes. However, this type of information was not available to us during the data collection period. Thus, we could not use them for a more precise quantification of attention. Attention signals may also be collected from external platforms: for instance, [34] uses audience data from bit.ly, a link tracker website, to study the impact of shared links as a function of the number of followers of the users who posted them. While being a very sound protocol to study conversion rates, it also makes it difficult to match individual user characteristics across both datasets and thereby to discuss user-centric features, which are key from an attentional viewpoint.
Second, Twitter does not only involve human actors but several fake accounts and robots, which may bias our observations. If these non-human actors, or some of them, exhibit unrealistic posting and sharing activities, they may appear as outliers in our measurements -assumedly, they would be unlikely to influence much the overall trends and core observations that we made on a larger population.
Most of the data collected from a Twitter stream come as a sample restricted by pre-defined filters and collection rate limits. While filters are set up by the collector, rate limits induce some ambiguity in the data collection process. Collected data are commonly assumed to represent an unbiased sample of the Twitter stream coming as a fraction of tweets uniformly sampled from the set of tweets meeting the filtering conditions at a given time. While this assumption has been made in almost all Twitter studies, some work [35] addressed and cautioned about the observational bias induced by the unknown sampler algorithm of Twitter. In the case of our dataset, we applied several language and location filters (as explained in Section 3.1) and obtained a relatively high rate of 15-25% tweets via the PowerTrack API as compared to the Open API with only 1% access. Despite this higher rate of data collection, which may considerably reduce the sampling bias we have in our data, we identify this ambiguity as a potential limitation, which is unfortunately present in the vast majority of other Twitter studies as well.
Discussion
Twitter may be seen as a decentralized social information processing platform relying on users as input/output devices who are plugged onto their followees' information feeds, part of which they may or may not decide to dispatch to their followers. This decentralization is not devoid of hierarchy and heterogeneity. From this viewpoint, at the collective level, it features a hierarchical yet roughly dichotomized distribution of roles: some users gather a lot of the potential and actual attention, many pay it, while potential and actual attention are generally correlated. Furthermore, at the individual level, we could hypothesize what we may call a "two-level flow of attention" whereby users first focus their actual attention on a core of their potential attention, then redistribute it in a relatively uniform way within that core. This observation was made possible by the use of a simple attentional focus measure, the attentional degree, which consists of a parameter-free approach to compute a number that may be easily be interpreted and compared with raw measures of numbers of neighbors in a network. On the whole, the limitations and focus effects that we find are consistent and, more importantly, extend the broad picture that has been depicted in other platforms in the literature. An interesting question that remains to be addressed would relate to the articulation between the collective and individual levels and, more precisely, to the description of the structural positions of the actors who gather the core of the attention of their neighbors, and the corresponding correlations. For instance, do the peers who are paid the most attention to at a user-centric level also occupy certain positions in the network, do they act as opinion leaders as suggested by Lazarsfeld's two step flow of communication hypothesis [36, 37] , and are their topological properties correlated among each other? This would shed light on the possible existence of a higher attention likelihood for some kinds of peers who are more likely to pass information and who may be found in specific parts of the network (e.g., in terms of distant communities, cohesive clusters, and so-called hubs and bridges) [38] .
Finally, we completed the understanding of the constraints that apply to individual information processing by adopting a joint interactional and informational perspective. In particular, our last figure sheds light on a major question regarding the supply of attention: do semantic and social activities share the same limited supply and thus have a negative impact on one another (convex relationship between both) or do they actually reinforce one another (positive correlation along the diagonal) while being a sublinear function of the activity level? In this respect, we observed a relationship between social and semantic attentional processes whereby they are also generally correlated: we could demonstrate that for most users, both types of attentional resources are related in a positive manner. This hints at the existence of a heterogeneous distribution of attentional resources among users that expresses itself jointly on the semantic and social side, even though there are sometimes marked discrepancies between both types of attention (in terms of divergence w.r.t. the diagonal "social attention=semantic attention") and that there even exists a special minority of users who are exclusively focused on one side only (i.e. either semantic or social). Here again, a further research direction could consist in appraising the structural positions occupied by these very users -especially by qualifying which users exhibit more social than semantic attention and whether they possess specific topological properties and populate specific parts of the whole system. This, together with the above-mentioned phenomena regarding the uneven distribution of attention, would be likely beneficial to influence studies and contribute to develop finer models that take into account the differential balance of attention among users and towards some selected peers. 
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Appendix A Backbone networks and attentional degrees
Network backbones [39] provide a filtering method (called the disparity filter) to extract the relevant connection backbone in weighted networks, keeping edges which represent statistically significant deviations for the local assignment of link weights as compared to a null model. In our case we refer to them as a reference system to show that our network reduction method does not evidently capture the same information and thus provides a novel way to identify important ties in a weighted network.
Taking the normalised weight p ij = w ij / ∑ j w ij of links connected to node i we compare their values to a null model where p ij is sampled random uniform distribution of the total strength ∑ j w ij of the given node i. This sampling process corresponds to placing k − 1 points uniformly over the period of [0, 1] which provides us k sub-interval, where k being the degree of node i. The probability distribution of the value x of each of these intervals [39] is
The disparity filter defines a probability α ij for each link to decide whether it is compatible with the null hypothesis. It is equal to the probability that one of the k intervals defined in the null model has a length larger than p ij , that is
In case the link appears with α ij < α, the null hypothesis rejected at the significance level of α and the link is kept in the filtered network. The significance parameter α is the only parameter of the filter and controls the number of links retained in the retained network. Note, that in case k = 1 for a given node, its single link is automatically preserved.
Here we apply the disparity filter on the directed weighted retweet network to obtain the backbone structure of incoming links, which is corresponding to the reduced attention network of the same structure. This means [39] that while computing p ij we only consider weights of incoming links of node i and in turn α ij = α ji . In order to compare the backbone network and attentional degrees obtained from the retweet network, first we look for the case when they are the most similar in terms of their degrees. To find the best correspondence, we take the attentional degrees and compute the correlation with degrees of several backbone networks obtained by varying the α disparity filter parameter. The highest correlations has been found for α = 0.575 as shown Fig. A1a , where we plot the R(k att in , k bb in ) Pearson correlation coefficient between node degrees in the two structures as the function of α. Note that all observed correlations are significant with p < 0.05. Comparing the degree distribution of the retweet network to the similar filtered graphs (see Fig. A1b ) we find that although they are very similar, the attention filter provides a network with the most reduced degree heterogeneities. To directly observe degree correlations, we show the degrees of nodes in the two selected filtered structures as a heat-map of a scatter plot in Fig. A1c . There, despite the strong correlation between the various degree values (R = 0.955, p < 0.05), we find strong fluctuations as well, indicating that the two filtering process do not identify the same set of links to be important, which underlies the relevance of our method. Note that while our method is parameterless, disparity filter has a parameter, what we tuned to obtain the most similar structure. Without this tuning our method may provide even more different filtered set of links, which may hold different roles in the structure. Inversely, attentional degrees can be used to identify the optimal α disparity filter parameter without looking at more complicated network characteristics, as it was suggested originally [39] .
